Jeremy Keith 🤖
@adactio

Geocoders of the lazyweb: I’m trying to figure out the exact lat/lon coordinates of the Eames’ “Powers Of Ten” powersof10.com/film Go!

Matthew Somerville
@dacos

@adactio The park's been remodelled, but it's somewhere about (41.864726,-87.613471).
Powers Of Ten
Other Great Outdoors in Chicago
Chicago, IL

Total Visitors: 2
Total Check-ins: 2

http://4sq.com/16IXpNX

Search Explore for the best places nearby
Look for: Restaurants, Nightlife, Shopping, Top Picks

United States » Illinois » Cook County » Chicago » Soldier Field Complex

Is this your business? Claim it now.
Make sure your information is up to date. Plus use our free tools to find new customers.
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We’re excited to announce that Wavii has teamed up with Google!

—wavii.com
We’re extremely excited to announce that Summify has been acquired by Twitter!

—blog.summify.com
We are super excited to announce that Jybe has been acquired by Yahoo!

—jy.be
Today, we’re excited to announce that Google has acquired Picnik.

—googleblog.blogspot.co.uk
So we’re excited to announce that we’ll be making the journey to California to join Facebook!

—blog.gowalla.com
Everyone, I’m elated to tell you that Tumblr will be joining Yahoo.

—staff.tumblr.com
Today we’re thrilled to announce that Dopplr has been acquired by Nokia.

—blog.dopplr.com
1. Treat our data like it matters.
2. No upload without download.
3. If you close a system, support data rescue.

—contentsmagazine.com/data
The internet never forgets.

—citation needed
11 years
Full operational autonomy for several weeks

Hotel infrastructure, workplace, accommodation, catering infrastructure

Sabotage-proof high-performance cooling plant.

Climate control: ABC air purification system against terrorist attacks

Emergency aggregates, transformers and batteries for uninterrupted power supply

Private Datacenter

Water supply

Banking transfer agreements between Swiss Fort Knox I and II
22 years
WHERE THE WEB WAS BORN

In the offices of this corridor, all the fundamental technologies of the World Wide Web were developed.

Started in 1990 from a proposal made by Tim Berners-Lee in 1989, the effort was first divided between an office in building 31 of the Computing and Networking Division (CN) and one in building 2 of the Electronics and Computing for Physics Division (ECP).

In 1991 the team came together in these offices, then belonging to ECP. It was composed of two CERN staff members, Tim Berners-Lee (GB) and Robert Cailliau (BE), aided by a number of Fellows, Technical Students, A Cooperator and Summer Students.

At the end of 1994 Tim Berners-Lee left CERN to direct the WWW Consortium (W3C), a world-wide organization devoted to leading the Web to its full potential. The W3C was founded with the help of CERN, the European Commission, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), the Institut National pour la Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique (INRIA), and the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).

In 1995 Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau received the ACM Software Systems Award for the World Wide Web. In 2004, Tim Berners-Lee was awarded the first Millennium Technology Prize by the Finnish Technology Award Foundation.

The CERN Library
June 2004
HTML is not an output format. HTML is The Format. Not The Format Of Forever, but damn if it isn’t The Format Of The Now.

—Mark Pilgrim
I decided that for the sake of our future generations we should document exactly how to process today’s documents, so that when they look back, they can still reimplement HTML browsers and get our data back.

—Ian Hickson
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